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Chapter 1 : SEOmoz Beginners Guide to SEO on Behance
The Beginner's Guide to Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is an in-depth tutorial on how search engines work. This
guide covers the fundamental strategies that make your websites search engine-friendly.

How can I learn more? For more websites like these, check out our list of helpful sites. Practice You need
hands on experience. A lot of being a good SEO is about experience and intuition. You need to feel what
impact certain actions might have on search results. You learn this by doing. Start with your own personal
website. Blog in an effort to gain traffic, and try different techniques. You can learn a lot through
conversations with others. But, before you do either of those things, check to see if your answer is in any of
the resources below! Generally, SEO is about improving the rankings and organic search traffic of your
website. However, the field is very broad and SEOs tend to have a hand in many aspects of digital strategy
efforts. Many SEOs concentrate on Google which has a very large share of the search market. While ranking
factors do vary among each engine, there are a lot of common threads: In addition, the context of the link,
including the [anchor text] definition "The clickable text that makes a link" , helps add relevancy to the
webpage being linked. A good number of backlinks from authoritative and relevant websites will help you
rank. Have many users return promptly to the search results after clicking your website in the result can be a
negative signal to search engines. These social signals are quality signals to search engines. Following the
[SEOmoz blog] http: For more websites like these, check out our [list of helpful sites] http:
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Good introductory book to beginners to SEO. I think it could have benefited from more in depth information at parts due
to the complex nature of this but it was great for those that know zero about how to organically grow a web site.

But according to me, it is the most important one. SEO is a game of Keywords. These exact wordings of a user
are called keywords. You must be aware of the keywords related to your topic or niche if you want to be
successful in SEO. Different keywords have different value depending on their search volume and some other
factors. Keyword Research is all about finding the intentions of the users to use search engines. What exactly
the users are searching for your topic, are your keywords. Using the right keywords while doing SEO of your
website, is the career deciding thing for your site. It gives you an opportunity to know your targeted audience
in a better way. You need to do proper research to find valuable keywords related to your topic before starting
your website. Even if you already have a website and content on it, you can optimize it by using correct
keywords. You can read now. Now moving to the next step! You might have heard that famous quote about
content that: Do you know that Google is the biggest search engine! I mean sure you do, and no one even
needs to ask that. These days Google also loves the right length of content. So, try to write long and
informative. It also includes videos, pictures, animated slides, and info-graphics, etc. Try to make it for the
best user experience and perfectly optimized for the search engines at the same time. Pay more attention to for
better content: You only have one chance to make a great first impression. Keywords â€” Pick keywords that
will help bring people to your site and are relevant. Links â€” Link to quality sites that compliment what your
website is about. Quality â€” Try to publish unique and quality content. This prompts users to come to your
site because they cannot easily find the content elsewhere. An example of the worst website layout is when
someone has totally irrelevant categories as compared to their topic. I have personally seen some sites which
have layouts like, their niche is health and they got categories related to fashion designing. This thing just
greatly disturbs and distracts the user. So, Why would anyone else! Then, why not making it user-friendly!
And sure, Google love that as well. Website Loading Speed matters a lot! Have you ever heard about Dwell
time? Let me tell you. When a user searches for something and your website appears on search engine result
page SERP. Then that user opens your site. Dwell time is the duration for how long that user stays on your site
after clicking on it. And that Dwell time is indeed an important search engine ranking factor. What if that
website is taking too long to open! What would you do? You will close the tab and move to the second siteâ€¦
And here is how Dwell time of the first website gets destroyed. In short, a user needs good speed, and Google
also has an update for website speed. Website Design Website design is another critical thing to have good
user experience. Your theme needs to be Responsive and should have an Eye Catching Design. I would always
prefer to stay on a website with an attractive design along with informative content. I can also read from a
poorly designed website but only when it is the only result I haveâ€¦ There are lots of sites which have
excellent content but actually a bad design. How long can you keep visiting these type of sites, which are even
worse when you are using your smartphone. Design is not just what it looks like and feels like. Design is how
it works. And here you can find our guide to getting you on page done with detailed understanding. In other
words, I can say we need to make our website trustworthy for search engines. And it will happen when other
famous sites tell the search engine that our site has the best content about our topic. Now, how would it
happen? We need to get our website referred from other famous resources on the web about our niche. In
technical terms, it is called link building. We will post very high-quality content on our website and share it
with topically interested people and internet marketing resources. Eventually, whoever would like our resource
will link to it. The best link building strategy is to create something awesome and let everyone know about it.
Then plan and execute pre-defined and practical ways adopted by some quality sites. And your hard work in
that activity will surely pay you with better ranking in SERPs. Just to know, here are the things which should
be done: Use social network to promote your content Do some blogging and guest posting Refer your
suggested solutions in discussion forums Photo and video sharing Relevant business and local listing Next
heading might be a bit annoying, but trust me it is critical information for all of usâ€¦ How Link Looks Like
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and How To Get Them? It is like, Hey! Next information is the link to something which should be followed. It
is the information for search engine about the site, where a link is pointing. Referral site can be a web page, a
picture, a downloadable file or a video, etc. You can also keep the reference location, a particular point on the
same page you are visiting means another section of a single page. Sometimes, you might have seen blue
colored, bold or underlined text which is clickable. When you click on it, you move to another web page about
that particular word. These are also links, called anchor text. Just like the name of the tag is suggesting, it is a
signal indicating the end of a link to the search engine. You will need above information once you are making
links practically. On average, the higher up page 1 the result is, the greater the number of linking domains that
the webpage has. We have had a view of some connection parameters. Developing quality content is the best
way to get links automatically. I have done this to help you out with some very useful information through
these links. These are links, which I have given to these sites. Why I did that? Because these articles have
excellent content with in-depth details. And it might be possible that this guide of mine would get some
automatic links. It is a little difficult thing, but if you choose to work on your passion related niche, I can
assure you that your content can stand out of the crowd. There are blogs which accept to publish your unique
and informative posts. They will link to your site, once you are allowed to post on these platforms. But, you
need to work hard to get the approval from high authority blogs. You will get a ranking boost by publishing on
these high authority blogs. I am repeating that your content quality matters a lot when applying for guest
posting. Finally, an incredibly easy way to get some quality links. But still, a little comment approving game is
on. Reach out the free blogs related to your niche, read the articles and do some attention seeking comments
like you can ask something which is not entirely clear to you. Be a little smart, and you will get the job done.
Search your niche on Wikipedia, go to edit, update the content if you have new and proven information and
then link to your site. A link to Wikipedia is way better than links from high authority sites. But remember,
you need to maintain limits. Otherwise, search engines will consider these links spam. Have you established a
vast social network? Then it is awesome. Mention your website in your social profiles. This is called social
bookmarking.
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The Beginner's Guide to SEO has been read over 3 million times and provides the information you need to get on the
road to professional quality SEO. icon-book icon-close.

Links pointing to pages blocked by the meta robots tag or robots. You may have your reasons for doing so.
Actually, they may not pass on link juice but they are part of a natural link profile, so you do want to have no
follow links as part of your link profile. So there you have the main points of the video. Many thanks for your
support. For you readers, there is a transcript just below. We are in chapter four and part two is about
crawlable link structures. The first part was about indexing information. The second part is about how does the
search engine find that information, and it finds it by following links. What it tells you here in the first
paragraph is that you have to have link structure that allows the search engine to find your pages at the very
top level of your homepage; at the secondary level generally from your nav bar; and the third level â€” or
fourth level depending on how deep your site goes from the navigation bar â€” into the actual content pages of
your website. If you have it properly structured, that happens. They find the secondary pages, in this case B
and E. So, you have to make sure that you create a link architecture of your site that follows and finds all the
pages that you have on your site. The second part of this section explains how you set up an anchor text link to
a webpage using some text here. It gives you the HTML structure for doing that. Then the brackets with the
forward slash and the closing anchor tag here. You should study this and get a good understanding of it. Then
it gives you seven ways that search engines are prevented from finding information. The first one here is
submission of required forms, any kind of a form login situation. So, you should be aware of that. Links
pointing to pages blocked by the robot. So, if you set one up and you put a URL under the robot. I stay away
from them. This is where people code a page to show it one thing to the user and one thing to the search
engine, both being different. Links in Flash, Java, and other plug-ins â€” we already talked about that a little
earlier. This applies really probably to store sites that might have a ton of products on a page, and you just
want to limit the number of products you put on the page. This is another HTML piece of code â€” if you
include it inside the code, it will tell the search engine not to follow that link. Like, Wikipedia does that. Now,
some people think those links are worthless. They are part of every natural link profile, so you should have a
few nofollow links on your profile. It makes you look more natural. Now, what this on the right-hand tells you
is that Google, Bing, and Yahoo will not generally follow these links and they may not index them. In the case
of Bing and Yahoo, in some cases they will follow the links and they will index the information. But they will
still allow some of that information to get indexed. That is what the suspicion is among a lot of SEO experts.
That is the story about link structure. You want to make sure that your link structure on your website is clear
so that all your pages can be found. One example here is my website. That means that allows the pages both at
the high level, at the secondary level, and at the third level to be found. Hopefully that will help you.
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This guide is designed to describe all areas of SEO - from discovery of the terms and phrases (keywords) that generate
traffic, to making a site search engine friendly, to building the links and marketing the unique value of the
site/organization's offerings.

This can help you to see things clearly about SEO and study how to utilize this method. However, learning the
basics can make you rooted in the real foundation of SEO. Basic information learned can make a big
difference if nurtured and supported. How can you learn SEO? All the things you need to know about SEO are
available and very accessible on the internet. There is a wide range of free SEO education out there where you
can increase your knowledge about optimizing the ranking of your website on search engine query results.
Practice Makes Perfect As we always say, practice makes perfect. Commit yourself on learning and set goals.
It is also a great practice to schedule a time only intended for self-learning. Deepen your SEO knowledge
depending on the complexity of your sites and your willingness. Some business or firm utilizes SEO with a
highly specialized focus. Meanwhile, others do it with a generic approach which makes focuses on a broader
scope. Whichever SEO practice you want to implement, take note that it is very essential to be rooted in the
core concepts of search engine optimization. Importance of SEO Search engine optimization is a valuable
marketing channel that critical for the growth of every business visible online. The right practice of this
method can help to maximize the revenue of your company and establish your brand. Meanwhile, as you do
your give and take relationships with these reputable websites, you will also gain their recommendation to
viewers. That would widen your network and extend your territory. These requirements can change over time.
Well, technology is very dynamic after all. If you are, then how about take it to the next level? What you need
to do is just read this guide front till back to improve the search traffic of your website pages and be familiar
with the twist and turns of SEO.
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This is SEOmoz Beginners Guide to SEO-Ch4 Part 2 Review video series.. As I mentioned before, I think Chapter 4 is
one of the most important to read and understand. That's why it's taking a few videos to get this one reviewed.

Rss Real simple syndication allows you to get your content out to interested users who opt in to your feed. It
gives the pro and con of RSS technology. Text Files Here you get an explanation of what text files are. The
advantage to using this format is that it is simple to use but does not offer meta data. This file allows you to
designate what you want crawled and what you want kept out of the search engine data base. This part of the
chapter explains some of the commands you need to know to set up your robot. Meta Robots Here you will get
an explanation about the meta robot tags, index, noindex,follow ,noflollow and tells you what they do and how
to set them up. Search Engine Tools Under search engine tools you get to learn about Google and Bing
webmaster tools and what they offer in the way of information about your website. The last part of the chapter
mentions SEOmoz tools that can help you manage your SEO and data to maximize performance. Take a look
at the video rundown. Many Thanks for help. Stay with it, stay well and talk soon. For you readers, there is a
transcript so click read more to get it. Hey, Claude Pelanne, affiliate Starting Line. It starts with the concept of
site maps. Site maps are a list of files that tell the search engines how they can crawl your site. Each page of
your website is its own URL and each page can be fit with certain tags that will tell the search engine whether
it can index it or not, or follow or not and site maps are the file that has those URLs for each one of those
pages in it and they help the search engines crawl your site. And so a Search Engine will look for site maps
when they show up on your site. So the language used for site maps is called XML, Extensible Markup
Language and this simply says this is the format of the language. It can create these site maps easily. The
problem is it creates very large files. The con is it creates large files. RSS, Real Simple Syndication, rich site
summary, is a piece of code, and it allows for people to access the content of their website dynamically. And
what it means is you set up an RSS on your site, people sign up to that RSS feed, and when you add content to
the site, it automatically sends them a notification to their RSS readers, that you have content on your site and
they can click it and access it. So RSS is easy to maintain. The text site format is one URL per line and most
site maps limit 50, lines and then they have to create a new site map. We already looked at this. This is a file
that allows you to designate whether you want to allow a search engine to crawl you. It explains the different
commands that occur. It shows you an example, so in this example here we have a website called www. User
agent is the place where the name of the bot will be, that you want to either disallow. And disallow is the
command. Down below it, the user agent, you specify the user agent, spam bot. It could be a spamming, you
know, that allows the spammer and you have created a disallow by putting a parameter behind. So now this
spam bot will not be allowed to index your site. And it shows you the format for doing that and you can do
that for every crawler you want. Again, this goes back to what we talked about before. You can designate
whether you want to index or no index, whether you want to follow or no follow and it explains here the code
of how that occurs, on whatever page it is that you want to invoke those commands and those parameters. We
already covered some of this in another part of the book. The tricky one is the canonical. This is where you
may have several pages on your website. You want to avoid that. You want to designate one of these as the
go-to page, and the other three you want to tell the search engine to ignore. You do that by going on these
three pages that you want to ignore, and you create the code that you see here on the right. So it shows you the
code designation for telling the search engine that on the default. So there is an article, a very good article I
might add, over here, over here, over here, on the Daily SEO blog that explains canonical designations and
how you should play those. So you want to go to the SEOmoz site and look for that. Google webmaster tools
is one free tool, I just kind of briefly showed you that. You can see what it does. This is a training site that has
nothing in it but this tool here would give you information about the configuration of your site, the site links,
the URL parameters. It will give you information about traffic, the links coming to your site. It will give you
geographical targeting information, preferred domain information, URL parameters, crawl information, site
links, Google One metrics, all sorts of information about your site. Then it goes on to say that Bing has exactly
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the same kind of tool available and this is what the Bing site would look like. Again, it gives you information
here on the right hand site about site maps, crawl information. All of the stuff that you want to know from
Bing on how your site is doing. And these are free tools. The only thing you have to learn how to do is set
them up. I hope this video has been helpful. I will talk to you soon. About Claude Pelanne Claude Pelanne is
an internet marketer and consultant who comes out of broadcast television. He works with start ups and small
business to optimize their online business.
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